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Quiet!

The audience fell into a dead silence!

Both the Baishan couple and Lin Zhanli looked at Lin Fan with

extremely shocked eyes.

Lin Fan, even has a blood skull card?

This, how is this possible!

Only a business empire with far-reaching influence like the Lin family

is eligible to have this level of card. At present, the total number of

card holders in the world does not exceed one hundred!

Lin Fan is just a martial artist. What qualifications does he have to have

this kind of card king?

Hallucinations!

This must be an illusion!

They couldn’t believe that Lin Fan had such a capability!

“Fake, your card must be fake!”

Lin Zhanyu roared in disbelief, thinking that in order to obtain this

blood skull card, Lin’s family could apply for the blood skull card seven

times in a row and failed.

Lin Fan, why?

Originally, he wanted to rely on the terrifying financial resources of

Global Bank to forcibly acquire New Baishi.

But now that Lin Fan also has the same card, his wishful thinking has

gone to no avail.

Lin Fanben laughed loudly and said as if teasing an idiot:

“My card is also real, but unlike yours, my card is male, and your card is

female. Once your mother card meets my male card, it won’t work!”

“You fart! What kind of male card and mother card are just nonsense!”

Lin Zhanyu’s face was gloomy and angrily said, does Lin Fan regard

him as an idiot? Is there a male and female credit card?

What an idiot!

However, Lin Fan laughed playfully:

“Don’t you believe it? Then I will prove it to you!”

As he said, a sharp look suddenly appeared in his eyes, and then he

dialed a call:

“Global Bank? Help me cancel the Huaxia Lin family’s blood skull

card. Mine is a public card, and my card number is XXX…”

puff!

Hahaha!

But Lin Zhanli, who heard this, burst into laughter wildly!

“Lin Fan, are you fooling the ghost? You can cancel my blood skull

card with a single phone call. Who do you think you are?”

He didn’t believe that Global Bank would be so imprecise!

With just one phone call, the customer’s card will be cancelled!

just!

It didn’t take him long to be proud, but his cell phone suddenly rang a

hurried ring.

Immediately afterwards, Lin Zhanyu’s brows were tightly frowned, and

after hesitating a moment, he answered the phone. Lin Hongtu’s

roaring voice came directly from the other end:

“Lin Zhanli, you’re a dead star! What the hell did you do? The Global

Bank just called and said that it was because you used the card

improperly, so now we have to log out our blood skull card!”

boom!

Lin Hongtu’s words completely frightened Lin Zhanli, and the phone

fell to the ground with a click.

At this time, Lin Zhanli’s face was full of incredible, as if he could not

accept this cruel fact.

For a while, I couldn’t even speak!

I was logged out!

Was it really logged out?

Could it be that what the guy said is true, his mother card met Lin

Fan’s male card, it really doesn’t work?

This…this is too incredible, right?

Lin Zhanli didn’t know that Lin Fan was actually the boss behind the

Global Bank.

Isn’t it just a matter of a word to cancel a user’s card privileges?

At the moment, Lin Zhanfei became angry from shame, eyes full of

hatred, and he wished to smash Lin Fan’s body into pieces.

It was originally to persuade Lin Fan to surrender the New Bai family,

but the trip was not only unsuccessful, but also caused their Lin family

to lose a blood skull card with supreme privileges. This is simply

stealing chickens and not eating rice!

He now has the heart to kill Lin Fan!

“Okay, you forced me!”

Lin Zhanxi smiled grinningly, with a thick insidious expression on his

face:

“I heard that your wife is sick and hospitalized?”

Hum!

The moment Lin Fan heard this, his head trembled like thunder.

It’s him!

He really did it!

At the moment, Lin Fan gritted his teeth and asked:

“You let Jin Chengen poison him?”
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